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Vehicle
Beds
It’s all about the journey
Seats

Peugeot Boxer
4
4

Mass

2815 - 2857 kg

Lenght

599 cm
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Vehicle

Peugeot Boxer
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4

Seats

4

Mass

2815 - 2857 kg

Lenght

599 cm

Tourne Campervan

The Tourne Challenge
Tourne is an exciting, intelligent, custom-fitted
campervan that changes the way we think about
mobility, travel, touring, camping and more. The entire
Tourne experience is designed to liberate and inspire,
to take you places in comfort, confidence and your own
individual style – anywhere.

AGILE AND DUR AB LE

Go Anywhere Safely,
Easily, Legally
At first glance Tourne looks much like an ordinary
van – from the outside, anyway.
That’s because it is; and that’s the beauty of it,
what makes it so practical.
Because you can take Tourne most anywhere you can take a
regular car. Many camper vehicles simply can’t go anywhere you
like – nor would you want to try, even if you could. So Tourne is as
much at home (and legal) in busy urban centres as it is well off
the beaten track. Forget tight, awkward turns, frantic downshifting,
labouring unnecessarily slowly along otherwise lovely winding
roads. Embrace the long and winding road, go where you want
when you want. That’s the real Tourne advantage.
Not only can you take it most anywhere, you can also park it just
about anywhere. Sneak it in anywhere you’d park a car, quickly and
easily. And Tourne’s footprint – physically and visually both – is so
modest it won’t get in the way of any(one’s) striking views.

A LL SEASON S VAN

Stay Warm, Stay
Mobile
Tourne’s integrated system heating combined
with insulated cabin ensures you’ll stay warm
and comfortable, whatever the weather.

Similarly, what you don’t see, or even sense, is important,
too. Because while you’re warm and comfy inside, the critical
accessories and features, too, are treated equally well: the water
reservoir, waste reservoir and related plumbing are all insulated
and heated, so nothing freezes and everyone’s happy.
(If temps drop below -10° C it’s probably time to head
for warmer climes.) The WC / shower is all function and
convenience, and the second sink always comes in handy, too.
And insulated water and waste tanks underneath the vehicle,
together with an integrated heating system ensures nothing
will freeze up – which frees you up to enjoy, even at sub-zero
temperatures.

DREAM4SYSTEM

Sleep Well,
Sleep Many
Tourne’s Dream4 is a unique, patented design
scheme that allows a standard van to sleep up to
four people – inside the vehicle proper. In just a
few, very easy steps that anyone can do in mere
minutes, the dining area can be reconfigured into
a second double bed.
No other vehicle on the market boasts a design so intuitively
smart and marvellously practical. Chairs aren’t beds, they’re
made for sitting. Get a good night’s sleep on a proper, giving yet
firm mattress. Sleeping shouldn’t be an adventure, it should be
restful, an enjoyable end to a great day – and help recharge you
for the next exciting day on the road.
Under the bed is an expansive storage area designed to
accommodate clothing, equipment and accessories, each in
its own dedicated place.

FULLY IN T EG R AT ED K I TCH EN

What’s Cooking?

The Tourne kitchen is an intelligent, compact and
practical full-time working kitchen. It features
a proper dual-burner gas stove, a fridge, and a
stainless steel sink – all of which can be covered
up with a smart, fold-down acrylic work-counter
top. So you can prepare and cook or simply heat
real meals, wherever and whenever. Cupboards
up top and below are robust, good-looking and
practical, and all feature easy locks and securing
mechanisms that ensure things stay in their
proper place.

U P C LOSE

Small features, big benefits

Windows & Skylights

Lights & Connections

Bathroom

Bathroom, Hanger rods

Big Little Fridge

Awning

Storage

Insect Screen

Insulated, double-glazed

Bright LED lights and USB

WC/shower is all function and

Unused bathroom doubles as

Features an exceptionally

Custom roll-out retractable

Intelligent design means more

Keeps interior bright, fresh and

windows stay cool and quiet,

connections where and when

convenience, and a second sink

a cupboard for hanging and

large compact fridge for more

awning offers shelter from the

storage room mid- and rear-

well-ventilated – without any

while screened and shaded

you need them.

always comes in handy.

drying clothes discretely and

convenience and enjoyment.

elements – easy up/easy down.

cabin, under beds, counters and

unwanted little visitors.

skylights brighten things up.

effectively.

more.

U P C LOSE

Getting Technical

Versatile Multifunctionals

Breathing Cupboard Doors

Materials & Build Quality

Insulation

Insulated Water Reservoir

Integrated Floor Heating

Webasto air heating

Water heater

Slide-out cupboard/drawers

Cupboard doors are fit to allow

All structural furnishings are

Cabin is wrapped in quality

Insulated water and waste tanks

Integrated floor heating system

Quality Webasto diesel heater

Combines propane and electric

facilitate storage, mid-cabin

for air circulation inside and

made from pricisely-fitted

Armaflex insulation for warm

ensures nothing will freeze up –

ensures everyone stays warm

for warm, comfortable air

sources to heat water quickly,

beds, or make a handy seat.

provide for handy, easy-open

quality processed wood.

winters and easy summers.

even at sub-zero temperatures.

and comfortable.

temperatures, whenever.

quietly and efficiently.

access.

Na r v i k , No r wa y

Tourne truly is a campervan designed

-15° c

The Tourne story

for use throughout the year – anywhere.
From the beginning it was developed
in close collaboration with our wellexperienced Nordic partners, who brought
a particular functional design sensibility,
smart technology and demanding climate
considerations to the table.

TOURNE ORIGINS

TOURNE TREATMENT

TOURNE DESIGN

Everything Tourne is hand-assembled in the heart

All of the structural furnishings – beds, tables,

A taste of Scandinavian design – tasteful elegance,

of Europe, in central Slovenia, a country known for

cupboards and cabinetry, countertops and more

simple functionality – meets Central European

its richly diverse regions, tastes and terrains, and

– are made from quality processed wood, and all

strength and durability, with a hint of southern

nestled between Italy, Austria, Hungary and Croatia.

precisely produced locally by a renowned, state-

passion and charm; and all inspired by a love of

of-the-art carpentry and furnishings contractor

the open road, adventure and new horizons.

Tourne is a telling metaphor for the country in
which it’s produced: it’s comparatively small, and
it’s smart, flexible, well-designed and well-rounded.

Vr hni ka , S l ove n i a

+3 0 °c

and (quiet) supplier to some of Europe’s most
prestigious design brands.

Combining mobility, comfort and functionality
in a confined space is a big challenge. That’s

And the country’s very special beauty, which runs

Lines, colours, surfaces and finishes are smart,

why Tourne’s head of design brought years of

from southern, seaside soft to mountainous rough

tasteful and easily maintained. LED lighting is

experience with sailboats and sailing technology

and rugged, means it’s well travelled by locals

bright, efficient and effective – easily accessed

to the Tourne project. Instead of simply re-fitting or

and visitors alike. It also means we know camping,

and where you need it. Things work and are

re-working existing configurations we approached

motoring, and the value of experiencing the elements

located how and where you’d expect them to –

the entire mobile experience from the very

as they are, in all their authentic, natural beauty.

along with a few nice surprises along the way.

beginning and incorporated intelligent solutions
every step of the way.
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It’s been said many times, it’s not about the destination, but about the
journey. Yet we’re equally big on destinations, we like going and being
places. And because, in the end, why choose, when you can have it
both ways – indeed, have it all?
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